Writing numbers worksheet 1-20

Writing numbers can be a tricky thing for many preschoolers and Kindergartners. Numbers like 2, 3, 5, and 6 have lots of curvy lines and can be a source of frustration. This year, I created VERY simple writing numbers 1-20 pages for my Kindergartner. She will put it in her handwriting notebook, along with her Alphabet Animal Handwriting Pages.
While I love our Trace and Try Number Pages, I wanted something very basic with numbers all on one page. *This post contains affiliate links. **The free printable can be found towards the END of this post. Writing Numbers 1-20 This is SO simple, you guys. There’s absolutely nothing fancy about these number handwriting pages. There’s no cute clip
art {and you know I love clip art}. Kids get practice writing each number three times on the page. The first time starts with the most support and it moves to less support each time. So, the first time, the number is filled in and the starting point is there. The second time, the number is only in outline with the starting point. The third time, just the
starting point is given. I highly recommend putting them in a dry erase pocket so you can use them over and over again with a dry erase marker. You could also slip them into a plastic sleeve protector. Or just use pencil and paper for a one time use. I could see using them for number writing assessment. Numbers 1 through 20 are included, so you get
your learners practicing those teen numbers, too! You Might Also Like Number Fun Pages Grab the freebie below! Enjoy! ~Becky Tracing numbers is important for early numeracy skill development. Numbers are usually easier for kids to print than letters, making them a great starting point for beginning writing. This numbers tracing worksheet can
help your child practice numbers 1-20. Printable Numbers Tracing Worksheet 1-20 This set of two printable numbers tracing worksheets were designed with early learners in mind. Page one covers numbers 1-10, and the second is 11-20. They can be used together or you can start with page 1 and come back to page 2 after more number sense is
developed. This worksheet was made for preschool aged children and young learners. The fonts are fully customizable and you can even change the colours! As Writing Practice There’s several guided repetitions for each number that kids can use to practice number writing. Focus first on teaching your child proper letter formation, then work
through the first page (numbers 1-10) of writing practice. Page 2 is better for working on focusing on identifying numbers 11-20 and writing them out correctly. It can also be used to identify 2-digit number patterns. Once that’s mastered it’s easy for kids to expand to writing numbers up to 100 and beyond! To turn this into a reusable worksheet,
laminate the printed sheet or slip it into a plastic page protector. Then you can use a dry erase marker instead of a pencil, making it easy to erase and use again. Developing Number Sense We often call counting “rote learning” because kids will memorize numbers in order. They usually do this before having a full understanding of what the numbers
mean. Worksheets like this one build on those existing skills to help your child link counting with real number sense. The dots next to each number provide a visual representation of each number. By showing the number alongside its representation, kids will naturally associate the digit with its real value. Count Each Dot Go over the number on the
left first, either with your child naming it or you, and then count each dot together. If your child can already rote count this is a wonderful exercise to apply that knowledge. Often, young kids will keep counting past the last dot or over count by not pausing and counting for each dot. Take it slow and count up, carefully pointing to each dot as your
child says each number. If you’re still developing rote counting skills this exercise is a great way to practice! Use Objects to Represent Each Number One of the easiest ways to reinforce number sense is to use “counters”. This is a group of small objects that can be used to represent each number. Lego, small toys, even cereal all work well. Early
Math Skills There are so many different ways to use this tracing worksheet that will help develop early math skills with numbers 1-20. Learn New Math Terms: Look at the number of dots on a small number, and compare it to a bigger one. Which one has more? Less? Least? Most? Do any of them look almost equal? Estimation: Fold the paper so they
can only see the dots. Have them quickly estimate how many dots there are. Of course, the position will be a hint, but you can build off this skill later. Addition and Subtraction: What happens when you take away or add one more to our dots? Cover one up or add one with a pencil and count again, or use the numbers on the left as a number line. Grab
our tracing number worksheets and practice numbers 1-20. Number tracing helps kids recognize and write numbers and assist in perfecting their fine motor skills. Our tracing numbers worksheets are perfect to use at home (as a homeschooler) or in the classroom. Grab your pencil, marker, crayons or another writing tool and start practicing
numbers. Color the farm animals for some added coloring sheet fun. Use as kindergarten or preschool resources These number tracing worksheets are perfect for both preschool and kindergarten students. A great way to begin practicing numbers and writing. Print out all 20 number tracing pages including the bonus farm animal coloring pages.
Practice number recognition Not only are these tracing numbers worksheets great for learning how to write numbers 1-20, but they help with number recognition in general. These number worksheets are a great way for young learners to become familiar with numbers and learn to differentiate one from another. Practice number formation and
handwriting Follow the dotted number line for each number and practice forming numbers 1-20. Practice on the first line by tracing the dotted lined numbers. On the next line, guide your children or students to try writing the numbers on their own. Not only are students practicing number formations but they are perfecting their handwriting as well.
Following the dotted lines help guide students the correct way to write numbers. Begin early math and practice counting Practice counting with the farm animals! Count the animals on each tracing numbers worksheets and learn how to count from 1-20. Trace numbers, practice number recognition and perfect counting from 1-20 with these free
tracing number worksheets. The number tracing worksheets feature numbers 1-20. They are also farm animal themed! Each page features a farm animal! Count the 20 different farm animals as you go through the tracing numbers printable. Have fun learning your numbers and becoming familiar with all the different farm animals. Each worksheet
feature a section to trace the number and trace the word. On the bottom of each tracing worksheet, find the number in the “Find and color” section. There are various different ways to learn with these free number sheets! Don’t forget to have fun coloring in the farm animals on each page! 1. Tracing number 1 with a dog A sheep dog or any other
herding dog is quite common living on a farm. They are hard working dogs that help protect and guide sheep and other livestock. Practice tracing the number 1 and coloring the dog. 2. Tracing number 2 with rams Practice tracing the number 2 and then color in the 2 rams! 3. Tracing number 3 with pigs This tracing numbers worksheet reminds me
of the 3 little pigs and the big bad wolf! Color in the pigs and trace the number 3 by following the dotted lines, then practice writing the number 3 and word three. 4. Tracing the number 4 with owls I love wise old owls! Each farm has a few (or 4!) lingering around the farm or in barns. Practice tracing the number 4 with these owl friends. 5. Tracing
number 5 with bulls Trace the number five with our number tracing worksheet featuring 5 fierce bulls! 6. Tracing number 6 with roosters Practice writing the number six with our free tracing numbers worksheets. Color the 6 roosters for some coloring page fun. 7. Tracing number 7 with cats It’s always great to have a few cats around the farm.
Practice tracing the number 7 with our free number worksheets. 8. Tracing number 8 with geese Practice tracing numbers with our number 8 tracing worksheet. Color in the geese for some added coloring sheet fun. 9. Tracing number 9 with turkeys Follow the dots and trace the number nine with our free printable tracing numbers worksheets.
Gobble gobble with our 9 turkeys! 10. Tracing number 10 with goats Color the 10 goats and practice tracing the number 10 and the word ten. 11. Tracing number 11 with donkeys Donkeys are always of great use on a farm. Color the donkeys and trace the number 11 with this freebie. 12. Tracing number 12 with sheep Count to 12 using our sheep
and then practice tracing the number and word. 13. Tracing number 13 with mice Practice the tracing the number 13 and count 13 farm mice! 14. Tracing the number 14 with cows Fourteen cows can produce a lot of milk! Count all fourteen cows and practice tracing numbers. 15. Tracing the number 15 with chicks Trace the number 15 and practice
this double digit number by tracing along the dotted lines. Color in the chicks for some added farm themed fun! 16. Tracing the number 16 with lambs Lambs are the cutest! Count 16 lambs and practice tracing the number 16 with this free math worksheets. 17. Tracing the number 17 with llamas Llamas are fascinating and fun animals! Count 17
llamas while you practice the number seventeen. 18. Tracing the number 18 with horses Out of all of the farm animals, horses may be my favorite. Fast, hard working and elegant animals. Count and color all 18 horses. Practice tracing numbers with this number 18 worksheet 19. Tracing the number 19 with ducks Count 19 ducks, color and trace the
number nineteen along the dotted lines. Fun and free tracing number worksheets! 20. Tracing the number 20 with rabbits Lastly, trace the number 20 with these free math worksheets. Color and count 20 rabbits and perfect numbers 1-20. Grab all 1-20 tracing number worksheets by subscribing to Mrs. Merry’s email list! Scroll to the bottom of the
page to get the high resolution download. These free printables are perfect for young learners. Practice math, writing and number recognition with these free worksheets. Perfect math worksheets for preschoolers and kindergartners. Get the word out: If you liked this number worksheets and want to give us a little thanks please pin us on Pinterest.
We love Pinterest pinning! If you prefer Facebook, give us a like or share our page. Get your free tracing numbers worksheets and other exclusive content. Simply subscribe to the Mrs. Merry email list and get emailed the free number tracing printable instantly. Our newsletters always consist of fun and free printables! Unsubscribe at any time!
Already a subscriber? No worries! Filling this form out will NOT sign you up multiple times on our email list. It will simply check to see if you’re a subscriber and then email you the PDF file. After subscribing, check your inbox for your free printable! Your print link will be available instantly. Just fill the form out and click the “Get it now” button.
Simple as that. We do this to keep Mrs. Merry content exclusive to email subscribers! Grab the tracing numbers worksheets and have fun with mrsmerry.com This 1-20 tracing numbers printable also includes 21 farm animal coloring pages. The coloring pages include all 20 farm animals including in the tracing numbers printable, plus a barn to color.
The farm animal coloring pages include the below farm animals: Dog Ram Pig Owl Bull Rooster Cat Goose Turkey Goat Donkey Sheep Mouse Cow Chicken Lamb Llama Horse Duck Rabbit Amazon has always been my go-to for most of my office and craft supplies. If you print a lot of printables and spend time coloring, gluing and adding some extra
jazz to them, our list of supplies can help! I’ve split the list up into a basic list and a fancier list if you’re going to put a little more pizazz into your printables. We love animals and have so much fun building animal printables and activities for young learners! Build a bat, cheetah, bear, owl, fox, caterpillar and more. Learn all about shapes with our
Shapes to Trace worksheets. Printables from mrsmerry.com are for personal use and classroom use only. Thanks and have a very merry day!
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